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Outline

• History:What’s the driver of European integration?

• Governance: How could we define the EU and how
does it work?



Four	introductory remarks

• Compuslory readings

• Names

• Council(s)	

• News

• European tour	



Downloading the syllabus, PPTs and…
compuslory readings

https://samuelbhfaure.com/



Names

• Ursula	VON	DER	LEYEN

• Nathalie	LOISEAU	

• Boris	JONHSON	

• Jean-Claude	JUNCKER	



Council(s)
In	English Council	

(of	Ministers)	
European
Council

Council	
of	Europe	

In	French	 Conseil	
(des	ministres)

Conseil	
européen

Conseil	de	
l’Europe	

EU	
institution?	

Yes Yes No	



Nominations of candidates by MS for
the Commission (2019-24)
• FR: Sylvie Goulard (Renew Europe) –
Internal Market, Industry and Defence
• Suspected of being involved in the case
of the fictitious jobs of assistants to the
MEPs MoDem
• IR: Phil Hogan (PPE) – Trade
• Responsible for managing trade tensions
with the US and negotiating a free trade
agreement with the UK after Brexit



European tour	

Portugal	
Fernando	PESSOA

Le	livre	de	l’intranquilité

Spain	
Mosque–Cathedral of	Córdoba



History: What is the driving force
behind European integration?



Outline

• Three different narratives on the history of the EU:

• 1) The ‘founding fathers’ (common sense)

• 2) Economic interests (liberal argument)

• 3) Political ideas (constructivist argument)



2) History of the EU through
economic interests

• [Who?] National actors

• [How?] National economic interests

• [When?] Bargaining at specific political
moments



National	actors

• State:	‘transmission	belt’

• Lobbying	by	companies



National	economic interests
• Homo oeconomicus : cost/benefit calculation
• European cooperation, transfer of sovereignty: ‘national economic interests’
• Ex. ‘Empty chair crisis’ (CAP): ‘Grandeur’ vs. ‘Grain’?

• CAP?
• Common Agricultural Policy (more than one third)
• When?
• 1965-1966
• Where?
• Council
• By whom?
• France, De Gaulle
• Why?
• Modification of the principle of unanimity in decision-making in favour of the majority rule (QMV:

qualified majority voting) –> ‘Grandeur’ vs. ‘Grain’?
• Note
• From the beginning, the EU has experiences crises



Bargaining at specific political
moments

• Succession of ‘major steps’ (bargainings)

• Intergovernmental Conferences (IGCs) and Treaties

• Successive enlargements



Treaties (legal basis)	

• 50's:
• Schuman Declaration (9 May 1950)
• Treaty of Paris (1951)
• Treaties of Rome (1957)

• 80’s :
• Single Act (1986)

• 90's :
• Maastricht (1992)
• Amsterdam (1997)

• 00's:
• Nice (2001)
• Lisbon (2007)



Enlargements

• How	many	MS	in	the	50’s	and	now?
• How	many	enlargements	since	the	50’s?	
• First	and	last	enlargements:	when?	

• 50's:	Europe	of	the	six	
• 70's	:	E1	- 1973	- EUR9	(UK)	
• 80's	:	E2	- 1981	- EUR10	(Greece)
• 80's	:	E3	- 1986	- EUR12	(Spain)
• 90's	:	E4	- 1995	- EUR15	(Sweden)
• 00's	:	E5	- 2004	- EUR25	(Poland)
• 00's	:	E6	- 2007	- EUR27	(Romania)
• 00's	:	E7	- 2013	- EUR28	(Croatia)
• 10's	:	D1	- 2016	(2019)	- EUR27	(Brexit)	



Mapping successive enlargements
(before Brexit)

Source:	
http://www.touteleurope.eu/

Source:	
https://www.cvce.eu/collections/unit-content/-/unit/02bb76df-d066-
4c08-a58a-d4686a3e68ff/2b230009-de45-4e16-b7d1-
42fbbd645cf8/Resources#a47dfe4f-4c60-434f-80da-
43ef28389166_fr&overlay



History of	the	EU	through interests

• Contributions:
• Deconstruction of the federalist myth: Europe ‘for
peace’, the European ‘idea’, Europe without (national)
interests
• Building an alternative narrative: the EU is the result of
national actors and their economic preferences
• Limits:
• Underestimation of the influence of EU institutions?
• Overestimation of the rationality of decision-makers?



Questions	



History of the EU through
institutions and ideas

• [Who?] EU institutions

• [How?] Ideas

• [When?] Political process



EU	institutions

• European Commission
under the chairmanship of
Jacques Delors (1985-1995)

• EU institutions have the
agency to act
independently of the MS

(2007-13,	
WTO)

Pascal	LAMY



Constructive	ambiguity

• How can we explain the strengthening of
European cooperation by creating the internal
market in the 1980s when Member States
defend different national interests?

• Not only (national) interests: ideas matter

• Totem: ‘strategic repertoire of ideas’; ‘very open
definition’; ‘ambiguity of the idea’ (p. 21)

• Outcome: ‘broad coalitions of actors with
extremely diverse motivations’ (p. 16)



And	then?	

• The ‘two faces of the EU’ (p. 259)

• Market, liberalisation, competition
• ‘negative integration’ (market making)

• State, federalization, regulation
• ‘positive integration’ (market correcting)



What’s the	driver?	To	sum up	

Moravcsik (1998)	 Jabko (2009)

What?	 Liberal argument	 Constructivist argument

Who?

How?

When?



What’s the	driver?	To	sum up	

Moravcsik (1998)	 Jabko (2009)

What?	 Liberal argument	 Constructivist argument

Who? National	institutions EU	institutions	

How? National	economic interests Constructive	ambiguity

When? Bargaining at	specific
political moments	

Unpredictible historical
dynamic



Conclusion	session	1:	in	three tweets

• #EU History is not limited to ‘founding
fathers’ #Monnet or an addition of
national interests #Germany #France
#UK

• European integration can be reinforced
despite diverging national interests
#driver

• The birth of the internal market?
Strategic use of an idea #market by
@EuropeanCommission giving it an
ambiguous definition #Totem poke
@NicolasJabko



To	go	a	step further



Questions	



Governance: How could we define
the EU and how does it work?



Outline

• How	could	we	define	the	EU?
• An	IO?	
• A	State?	
• A	political	system	of	differentiated	integration?		

• How	does	it	work?
• A	big	picture	



What’s the	EU?	



An	IO?	



A	State?	



Neither an	IO,	nor a	State?	



A political system of differentiated
integration
• Mainstream argument
• Enlargement weakens the deepening of the EU
• Variable geometry Europe is an anomaly

• Alternative argument
• The enlargement and deepening of the EU is mutually
reinforcing
• Variable geometry Europe is a social fact



Mapping Europe of concentric circles



Defining two types of differentiation

• Horizontal	differentiation
• Territorial	extension	of	the	EU
• Ex.	Brexit
• Internal horizontal	differentiation (‘opt-out’)
• Ex.	Danemark,	CSDP	
• External horizontal	differentiation (‘opt-in’)
• Ex.	Island,	Schengen	area	

• Vertical	differentiation
• Degree of	centralisation	of	power	within the	EU
• Ex.	CAP	vs.	CFSP



Assumptions

• Interdependance +à Integration +

• Politicization +à Differenciation +

• Interdependence + & Politicization + à Internal
differenciation (« opt-out »)

• Interdependence + & Politicization - à External
differenciation (« opt-in »)



Assumptions

Case studies Degree of	
interdependence

Degree of	
politicization

Degree of	
integration

Degree of	
differenciation

Internal Market

Monetary Union

Defence policy

Case studies Degree of	
interdependence

Degree of	
politicization

Degree of	
integration

Degree of	
differenciation

Internal Market + - +	 +	(external)

Monetary Union + + +	 +	(internal)

Defence policy - +	 - -



How could we define the EU ? To
sum up

Council

European Council

Parliament

Court

Commission



The	EU	district	in	Brussels	

*	European external action	service	(EEAS)	



How	does	it	work?

Powers Intergovernmental
institutions		

Supranational	
institutions

Executive

Legislative

Judicial



How	does	it	work?

Powers
Intergovernmental

institutions		
Supranational	
institutions

Executive European Council	 European Commission	

Legislative Council	 European Parliament

Judicial - Court*

*	The	Court	of	Justice	of	the	European Union	is not…
… the	European Court	of	Human Rights (Council	of	Europe)



How	does	it	work? Red:	Executive
Green:	Legislative
Yellow:	Judicial

Rectangles:	Intergov
Circles:	Supranat


